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Product Contamination
The safety and quality of a product is at the forefront of a brand
and irreparable damage can be done with just the smallest of
errors in the manufacturing process. We can help to protect
against sullied or maliciously tampered products causing harm and
subsequently protecting the company’s revenue, balance sheet
and customer contracts.
First Party Recall
Our first party recall for finished consumer goods aims to protect
manufacturers, importers, wholesalers and retailers from damages
caused by products found to be defective.
Auto
Our recall liability insurance aims to ensure that the manufacturer
can recover their costs and expenses in the event that their
product is withdrawn. It is suited for manufacturers, distributors
and importers of component parts.
Kidnap and Ransom - Corporate and Individual & Family
It is estimated that there were more than 100,000 kidnappings of
locals and foreigners around the world in 2015. This is a problem
unlikely to cease as today’s world increasingly requires business
operations and travelling in and to remote or unsettled regions.
Without addressing this threat, companies and their employees
could be exposed to disastrous financial, reputational and social
consequences.
Marine
For vessels transiting or operating in higher threat regions.
Coverage can be purchased with corporate cover to provide
complete protection of employees whether working on vessels,
travelling, or working overseas.
Non Marine
This is for kidnappings and ransoms that do not occur while on
water. We provide coverage to businesses looking to protect
employees, and to any High Net Worth looking to protect
themselves and their Families from harm.
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